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2/6/2024

Memo to: Board of Directors 
 
From:   Staff 
 
Subject:  Northside-Southside MetroLink LPA 
 
Date:   February 15, 2024 
 
 
The City of St. Louis and Bi-State Development Agency have been working to update 
the locally preferred alternative (LPA) for a north-south MetroLink extension in the 
City of St. Louis. Bi-State leaders and their consultant, HNTB, are seeking approval of 
this updated LPA from the Council’s Executive Advisory Committee and Board of 
Directors at their February meetings. Approval of the LPA by the Metropolitan 
Planning Organization’s Board of Directors is an important step in the project receiving 
federal funds. A briefing paper about the project and the slide deck of the planned 
presentation are attached. Additionally, you will find public comments EWG has 
received regarding MetroLink expansion. We have shared the comments with Bi-State 
so they can include it as part of their community involvement for the project. 
 
The Board’s LPA decision will enable the City to advance the project to the 
environmental documentation stage, during which federally-required environmental 
documentation will be completed. The City also anticipates requesting entrance into the 
Federal Transit Administration’s project development, or New Starts process, later in 
2024. It is in the New Starts process that projects compete nationally for discretionary 
federal transit funds.  
 
Recommendation: 
Bi-State Development is requesting that the East-West Gateway Council of 
Governments Board of Directors adopt the revised Jefferson Alignment, described in 
the attached materials, as the Locally Preferred Alternative for the Northside-Southside 
light rail project. 
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To:		 	 East-West Gateway Council of Governments – Board of Directors 

From:   Bi-State Development Staff	

Subject:	 Approval of Revised Northside-Southside Project Locally Preferred 
Alternative – Jefferson Alignment 

Date:   February 14, 2024 

 
Project	Background	
In 2018, the East-West Gateway Council of Governments completed the Northside-
Southside Study, which examined light rail (LRT) investment in a corridor connecting 
Goodfellow and I-70 on the northside of the City of St. Louis to Bayless and I-55 on the 
southside. This conceptual design study was an 18-month effort that built upon the 
recommendations of a 2008 Northside-Southside corridor study, updating that earlier 
corridor with alternatives that would serve the new National Geospatial-Intelligence 
Agency (NGA) campus in North St. Louis.  
 
After completing the study’s technical analysis, cost estimates, and community outreach, a 
recommended first phase of this updated Northside-Southside LRT was identified in 2018. 
That first phase – extending from Natural Bridge and Grand on the north to Jefferson and 
Chippewa on the south – was approved by the Council Board as the updated Locally 
Preferred Alternative (LPA) for this project in August 2018. 
 
After this project did not advance beyond the 2018 Conceptual Design Study, there was a 
need to reassess the project given post-pandemic travel patterns and economic conditions. 
In 2022, the City of St. Louis administration acted upon the 2017 voter-approved dedicated 
sales tax to invest in Northside-Southside light rail project, commissioning an updated 
study of this transit corridor. This study, which wrapped in late 2023, conducted 15% 
design work of a Northside-Southside corridor with the same termini as the 2018 LPA, but 
with the alignment remaining on Jefferson Avenue rather than traversing downtown.  
 
Current	Project	
This additional analysis resulted in a roughly 5.8-mile alignment of dedicated, in-street 
light rail that directly connects North and South St. Louis City, streamlining the previous 
alignment while still connecting to downtown (via a transfer station to existing MetroLink). 
This proposed Jefferson Alignment is a transformational project that will: increase access 
to those with limited transportation options; invest in historically underserved 
communities; meet federal goals of the Justice40 Initiative; and provide a more cost-
constrained option that simplifies some of the complexities of the earlier alternatives. 
 
The 2023 15% Design Study conducted technical analyses, preliminary engineering, and 
community engagement. Based on the results of this study, BSD recommends that the East-
West Gateway Board approve a revised LPA for this project, with 10 stations and an 
alignment that runs (from north to south) along Natural Bridge Avenue from Grand Blvd. to 
Parnell Street, and then along Parnell Street/Jefferson Avenue from Natural Bridge Avenue 
to Chippewa Street/S. Broadway. The 2023 study estimates a forecasted 5,000 average 
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daily boardings, $8-9M in estimated annual operating and maintenance costs, and $1.1B in 
estimated capital costs. 
 
The Northside-Southside project is now moving beyond 15% design, with a Project 
Management Consultant (PMC) onboard to provide expertise in managing the upcoming 
design and construction phases, and an active procurement underway to hire a design firm 
to continue to the 30% level. In all its years of study, this is the furthest the Northside-
Southside project has advanced. 
 
Upcoming	Actions	
Thanks to the 2017 dedicated City sales tax and strong financial strategies, a Jefferson 
Alignment light rail project can be competitive for federal funding under the Capital 
Investment Grants (CIG) program administered by the FTA. The PMC is exploring design 
alternatives to increase cost efficiencies, since such value engineering is common practice 
for large transit projects across the country.  
 
Another key upcoming action is work with the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 
Region VII office to advance environmental reviews of the Northside-Southside corridor 
under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and to seek entry into the federal 
pipeline for CIG funding. These mandated federal steps will be strengthened by the St. 
Louis region demonstrating support for the project. 
 
Requested	Action	
Bi-State Development is requesting that the East-West Gateway Council of Governments 
Board of Directors adopt the revised Jefferson Alignment, described above, as the Locally 
Preferred Alternative for the Northside-Southside light rail project. 
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ADVANCING LIBERTY WITH RESPONSIBILITY 
BY PROMOTING MARKET SOLUTIONS 

FOR MISSOURI PUBLIC POLICY

TO THE HONORABLE 
MEMBERS OF THIS BOARD

Thank you for the opportunity to 
submit these comments. My name 
is David Stokes, and I am director 
of municipal policy at the Show-Me 
Institute, a nonprofit, nonpartisan, 
Missouri-based think tank that 
advances sensible, well-researched, 
free-market solutions to state and 
local policy issues. The ideas presented 
here are my own and summarize the 
work of Randal O’Toole in his recent 
study about potential MetroLink 
expansion in St. Louis that was 
released by the Show-Me Institute in 
September 2023 as well as additional 
research on this subject. 

Bi-State Development Agency, 
commonly known as Metro, 
announced reductions to the bus 
system in June 20231  after it had 
previously decreased bus services in 
November 2022.2 Those changes were 
after prior bus route cuts in March of 
2022.3 Now it intends to spend $1.1 
billion to expand MetroLink, which 
will further cannibalize our public 
transit system.4   (Metro is promising 
to try to lower the total cost of 
the project to between $800 and 

$850 million instead of the current 
requested approval of $1.1. billion.)  

MetroLink isn’t a solution to poor 
transit service. It is a cause of poor 
transit service. The proposed north–
south line would operate along a 
route already served by numerous 
bus routes. More to the point, the 
reason less than four percent of Saint 
Louisans commute on transit isn’t 
because they have trouble going 
from North City to downtown. It’s 
because the antiquated “hub and 
spoke” model Metro uses makes 
travelling from North City to 
employment centers in Central and 
West County a multi-transfer odyssey. 
If regional leaders truly want to 
improve mobility, they’d do better by 
focusing on our general bus system 
or advancing bus-rapid-transit (BRT) 
lines.

In both Metro’s formal presentations 
and the revised locally preferred 
alternative (LPA) document 
submitted to you, Metro has cited 
changing commuter patterns and 
more remote work as a reason for 
expanding Metrolink.5 This is an 
absurd example claiming that up 
is down and night is day. Buses 

February 9, 2024

METROLINK EXPANSION
By David Stokes 

 Public Comments for the Board of Directors of the East-West Gateway 
Council of Governments
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are much more capable than light rail is of adjusting 
to changes to routes and frequency as population and 
employment patterns change.  

The COVID-19 pandemic provided a prime example 
of how fast the labor market can shift. Employment 
patterns have dramatically changed in a short period of 
time as more people work from home, yet Metro insists 
on expanding a light-rail model designed to serve not 
only a pre-pandemic St. Louis but a pre–World War II St. 
Louis. For just a fraction of the local cost of expanding 
MetroLink, the region could restore cuts from its bus 
system and construct several BRT lines in its long-range 
transportation plan. 

Furthermore, light rail isn’t a solution to automobile 
dependence. Saint Louis has a low population density 
and widely dispersed employment centers that make 
the city a bad fit for light rail. Popular, cost-effective 
light rail systems require population densities upwards 
of 20,000 people per square mile, but Saint Louis City 
has fewer than 5,000 people per square mile. Experience 
with existing MetroLink routes demonstrates our region’s 
preference for the car. Today, fewer Saint Louisans 
use mass transit than in 1990, before MetroLink even 
operated. Even more embarrassing, MetroLink has lower 
ridership today than it did in 2005, the year before the 
Shrewsbury line opened.6

Metro projects that the new MetroLink line along 
Jefferson Avenue will have 5,200 daily boardings. We can’t 
predict the future, but we can judge how Metro’s prior 
projections turned out for previous MetroLink expansions. 
A review of past projections does not bode well for the 
current projections. I have reviewed daily boarding 
projections for future stations from the 1999 Cross-
County MetroLink Extension (CCME) report and the 
2004 Metro South MetroLink Extension report. The full 
projections for the CCME stations (which were made in 
both of the stated reports) are in Table 1. I compared the 
projections to actual ridership totals from 2018 that were 
analyzed and released in 2020 by activists at UrbanSTL, a 
pro-transit St. Louis group. (Source citations accompany 
Table 1). 

The 1999 projection for average daily boardings at the 
downtown Clayton MetroLink station was 4,604. The 
2004 projections, which were made after construction 

on the CCME had begun but before it opened, were for 
5,424. The actual average daily boardings in 2018 were 
just 913.

The 1999 projections for the Shrewsbury station were for 
5,333 boardings. The revised 2004 projection was lower, at 
3,454 boarding. The actual 2018 average daily boardings 
were just 1,523. 

These two examples are the rule, not the exceptions. The 
busiest station on the entire line, the Central West End 
with 4,885 daily boardings in 2018, had only slightly more 
than half of its 2004 projections. This is the unmistakable 
fact of the ridership projections by Metro, its consultants, 
and the planners at EWGCOG. The projections have 
consistently been substantially higher than actual users. 
The numbers now are likely even worse, as the most recent 
data available for station totals came from before the 
pandemic. Individual station average daily totals for 2024 
would almost certainly be lower than in 2018, and likely 
much lower.     

MetroLink a not a cure for anemic urban development. 
Despite claims of rail advocates, the economic consensus 
is that light rail is not a catalyst for economic growth.7 We 
can see with our own eyes that MetroLink has failed to 
spur development in Saint Louis. Far from rejuvenating 
depressed areas, MetroLink has even failed to prevent 
decline in areas that seemed to be on the rise in 1994 
when the first lines opened, such as Laclede’s Landing. 
Most of the development that has happened along 
MetroLink (including that which is generally considered 
to be successful) has been heavily subsidized by taxpayers, 
including the Cortex area.

This board should carefully consider what benefits could 
possibly justify a $1.1 billion MetroLink expansion (or an 
“affordable” $850 million version), and whether or not it’s 
just an expensive “remedy” to treat problems for which we 
already have more sound solutions. This board should use 
the means at its disposal to pressure Bi-State Development 
Agency to cease its plans to expensively and fruitlessly 
expand MetroLink and use its local tax money to improve 
our region’s bus system and institute BRT routes. We 
should have a system that serves the people who actually 
use mass transit, not the people urban planners dream 
about using mass transit. 
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Table 1: MetroLink Ridership Totals

New MetroLink 
Station

1999 Projected 
Boardings for 

Extension Opening 
in 2006

2004 Projections 
For 2025 

Boardings 

2018 Actual 
Boardings

Lambert Main 1558 1060
Lambert East 173 380
North Hanley 2309 2713
UMSL North 871 385

UMSL South 1405 516

Rock Road 1896 1408

Wellston 2274 848

Delmar 1949 1692

Forest Park 8404 3711

Central West End 8665 4885

Grand 4567 2535

Union Station 3657 1142

Civic Center 2169 2217

Busch Stadium 3157 1180

8th and Pine 3710 1382

Convention Center 3919 1309

Laclede's Landing 1800 563

Forest Park 3384* 8404 3711

Skinker 173† 1880 887

Big Bend North 883 1001 486

Carondelet Plaza 615 902 362

Downtown Clayton 4604 5424 913

Galleria 764 1041 618

Eager Park & Ride 2026 3319 916

Manchester 477 788 770

Big Bend South 245 1091 243

Lansdowne 5333 3454 1523

Total All Stations 79787 38355

Total CCME  18504 27304 10429
Total CCME 
Corrected‡     19331 27304 10429

Sources: Metro South MetroLink Exten-
sion, “Alternatives Analysis and DEIS 
2025 Ridership Forecasting & Method-
ology Report,” Prepared by Manuel Pad-
ron & Assoc. for EWGCOG, December 
2004.

Cross-County MetroLink Extension,
“Segment I Conceptual Design,” Staff 
Recommendations to the Board of Direc-
tors, EWGCOG, June 1999.

UrbanSTL
https://public.tableau.com/app/
profile/alex6127/viz/MetroLinkPer-
centChangeinRidership2011to2018byS-
tation/Dashboard1. 

* Forest Park - The 1999 projections are 
additional boardings for an existing station 
that is the meeting place of two lines. The 
2025 projections and 2018 actual board-
ings are the total boardings at the station 
for both lines.   
 
† Skinker - The 1999 projections are 
almost certainly an error in the report. The 
2025 projections are likely closer to what 
they actually projected in 1999.  For totals 
at the bottom, we placed an estimate of 
1,000 boardings in their 1999 projections.

‡Change Skinker 1999 error to 1,000.

CCME = Cross-County MetroLink Exten-
sion
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Revised Northside‐Southside LPA
Jefferson Alignment Proposal
East‐West Gateway Council of Governments
Executive Advisory Committee
February 20, 2024

1

AGENDA

Northside-
Southside 
history and 
alternatives

Current project 
alignment and 
proposed LPA

Upcoming 
actions for 
local and 
federal process

1 2 3
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Project 
Background

Project History

» Current alignment builds upon prior 2008 and 

2018 studies Northside‐Southside (both 

included previously adopted LPA)

» 2018 Conceptual Design Study reflected existing 

development and future NGA campus relocation

» Ultimately the approved 2018 LPA ran from 

Fairground Park (north terminus) to Chippewa 

and Broadway (south terminus)

42018 Northside-Southside LPA
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Revised Project Alignment

» Updated alignment runs along Jefferson Ave., 

following current and future development
▪ Existing job density in Midtown, Downtown 

West, and South City
▪ Job growth with new NGA campus

» COVID‐19 impacted travel patterns
▪ More remote work, fewer traditional commuters
▪ Greater variety of trip purpose on transit, so 

more need for direct travel from neighborhoods

» Alignment connects to current light rail at new 

transfer station

5
Northside-Southside Jefferson Avenue Alignment

Comparing Alternatives

6

2018 Alternative* 2023 Alternative

Project Length 8.2 Miles 5.8 Miles

Number of Stations 19 stations 10 stations

Travel Time (one way) 25 minutes 19 minutes

Avg. Daily Ridership 8,000 (2016 data+) 5,000 (2019 data)

Residents within ½‐mile 
of station areas

47,100 (2015 data) 28,900 (2020 data)

Annual O&M Cost Est. $17M (2017 dollars) $8.5M (2023 dollars)

Capital Cost Est. (2023 $) $1.6B $1.1B

* Under the “NGA Option 2” alignment of 2018 Conceptual Design Study options
+ Under the "MOS 3‐5" Build Scenario (2017 Forecast) in the 2018 Conceptual Design Study analysis
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Comparing Alternatives

7

» 2023 alignment revises and streamlines prior project alternatives to reflect 

current needs and constraints
○ Making the line shorter and more direct – simplifying the complexity and station 

duplication of traveling through downtown – lowers capital and operating costs

» Key demographics (e.g., Zero‐Vehicle Households, Workers Reliant on Transit, and 

Residents Living Below Poverty Threshold) remain consistent across alternatives, 

meaning that the more cost‐efficient line does not degrade its equity

Current
Project
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Project Highlights & Benefits

9

Modern In‐Street Light Rail

» Transformational project that meets 
Justice 40 Initiative objectives

» Dedicated lane in‐street light rail that 
connects to existing MetroLink at new 
transfer station

» Two broad project goals:
▪ Provide more choices and access to 

those with limited transportation 
options

▪ Invest in historically underserved or 
marginalized neighborhoods

Current Project Status

10

»Moving beyond 15% design

○ Current status is furthest the NS‐SS project has advanced

○ Hired PMC and negotiating design contract for 30% and beyond

» Public engagement & outreach – continuous, proactive, and inclusive

» City advancing economic development and land use strategies
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11

Finance – Projected Cost Scenario

Upcoming
Actions
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Value Engineering

13

» Design alternatives being explored to make project most efficient and cost 
competitive, including:

– Expansion of current vehicle maintenance facility

– Risk reduction through innovative contracting strategies

– Potential cost savings through partnerships

– Examination of soft costs

Proposed LPA

14

» Proposed LPA runs east from Grand and 
Natural Bridge, to Natural Bridge and Parnell, 
south along Parnell/Jefferson, and terminates 
at intersection of Jefferson, Chippewa, and 
Broadway

» City of St. Louis and BSD are proposing 
a revised Locally Preferred Alternative 
(LPA) for EWG Board approval in Feb. 2024

» Revised LPA demonstrates regional support to 
FTA partners

Northside-Southside Jefferson Avenue Alignment
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FTA Process

15

»Enter FTA’s Capital Investment Grants 
(CIG) pipeline in 2024, with several 
checkpoints during multiyear process

»First phase ‐ Project Development 
(PD), completed in two years

»Concurrently, one year of NEPA and 
robust public input

»Project competitive under FTA funding 
evaluation due to strong local match

Timeline

2025 Late 
2026

2027-
2030

Environmental 
Work 

Complete

ConstructionDesign 
Complete

16
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Questions
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